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TEAM DEVELOPMENT THROUGH CREATIVITY AND PLAY
LEGO® Serious Play | Creative Problem Solving | Creative ARTifacts

DIVERSITY MAKES US STRONGER TOGETHER!
Identify individual qualities, talents, and characteristics that make each
person on your team unique and irreplaceable, using LEGO® Serious
Play® exercises and interactive play. Then, share ways to activate those
advantages to elevate workplace culture and performance.
Create and take home a collage on wood canvas as a reminder of your
unique contribution to your team!

LEGO® PROBLEM SOLVING: Good Ideas Can Come from Any Level of
Your Organization
Have an organizational challenge to overcome? Or an opportunity to
think through? Don’t do it alone! Generate ideas from all levels of
your organization through a facilitated LEGO® Serious Play®
workshop, where you will ‘think with your hands’ to come up with
solutions and ideas to challenges and opportunities. It’s a great way to
cultivate collaboration in a fun and creative environment!

GRID PAINTING: Creative Together
This workshop lets you stretch your creative and collaborative
muscles. Prior to the workshop, our facilitators work with you
to design a large-scale grid painting, in-line with company
values or retreat theme. One of our artists will then sketch an
image across multiple canvases to create a grid painting. An
interactive play and paint session concludes in working
together to put the pieces of the painting puzzle together!

ART CONTEST
Have a competitive team? This event taps into
creativity and playful competition. Customized to your
chosen themes, teams are given basic supplies to
create art pieces, while also playing games to earn
additional art supplies. The more the better – as you
compete to be the most creative and collaborative
team!

WEAVE OF DREAMS
Acknowledge past accomplishments through
LEGO® builds and some self-reflection. Then, set
your sights on new personal and professional
goals! Write, weave, and create – as you
incorporate your new dreams and goals into a
decorative wall hanging.

LISTENING WITH LEGOS®
a collaboration with DJ Amani
Learn skills for effective listening and feedback in an interactive presentation.
Build LEGO® models to represent current challenges to practice
communicating and receiving feedback. And what better way to rehearse
listening, than with music! The DJ experience brings this workshop to life –
giving groups of participants the chance to select songs that represent
communication solutions and present those solutions in a musical
performance.

VALUES CUBE
We take a ‘bottom up’ approach to company values. Because when people feel
personally connected to your company’s ‘why’, they can be most effective in
their work. We start by identifying personal values before moving onto
determining shared values in small groups. Then we tie in how your values line
up with company mission and vision.
Create your ‘Values Cube’ that can be rolled like a dice at your desk each
morning to decide on what value you want to focus on today!

Let Us Customize an Experience for Your Team!
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